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Below are sample information/statements for the Education and Training FCSA:


If a student asks an “off task” question, the teacher should not ever answer it,
disrupting the flow of the lesson.



Emphasis is placed on literacy skills because reading is one of the basic ways of
learning.



Growth does not stop after sexual maturity is reached.



The curriculum development process never includes the teachers who will be
teaching the subjects.



The classroom environment can either support or undermine a teacher’s
attempts to maximize learning.



What is Kohlberg’s reconvention stage of morality?



Learning activities should match the interests and abilities of the students.



Critical brain development is not complete before a child starts kindergarten.



Group activities can help students learn about one another as individuals and
break down barriers.



Children must be five years of age on or before September 1st of that school year
in order to start kindergarten.



The effective use of questions is a critical skill in all teaching



The use of an interactive whiteboard can greatly expand the use of a single
computer in the classroom.



In course planning, the teacher must include the required content and skills
needed for students to meet educational standards.



Physical growth between eight- and nine-year-olds shows more individual
variation than at younger ages.



Pavlov’s work provides a plentiful amount of information for teachers.



Play is the main occupation of children.



Application, comprehension, and synthesis are all considered lower order
thinking skills.




States may hold underperforming schools accountable for raising test scores.
Most teachers agree that seeing students develop new knowledge, skills, and
confidence can be the most rewarding part of teaching.



Older teens use abstract thinking most of the time.



What is the best way to learn about teacher education programs?



What are important professional quality for teachers?



The reason some disagreements require the use of a mediator is a third party
can help each participant move through the process of reaching a settlement.



Students who attend a community college and plan to transfer to a four-year
college or university often earn an associates degree.



Information about bullying and intimidation in elementary schools



Private schools are free from many laws that govern public schools



What are characteristics of 10- to 12- year olds?



With scope and sequence teachers will be likely to only have to make minor
adjustments to stay on track.



What are several evaluation techniques?



A child with strong spatial intelligence is likely to think in three dimensions.



What are lesson plans?



During the teen years children may question and reject their family’s values



Simulated experiences using the computer can offer the opportunity to bring
realism into the classroom



Effective teachers know that handling transitions effectively can keep downtime
to a minimum and help to minimize behavior problems.



Why are demonstrations considered to be the best way to teach a process?



Why do teens still need rules in high school?



Why is it good to have different types of questions on a test puts the emphasis
on the ability to follow directions?



Giving clear directions is a critical skill for teachers.



High school teachers tend to specialize in one subject or a group of related
subjects.



Young children primarily behave appropriately to gain adult approval.



Why does technology help in developing lesson plans?



Teachers and students need to be aware of the credibility of Internet sources
Even the limited equipment can help teachers add verity to lesson plans.



Reflective responses require students to think about thinking.



When should assessments be administered?




What is Plagiarism?
.
Essay questions measure the ability to think clearly, organize information, and
express thoughts.



What colleges are included in Postsecondary programs?



How can a teacher minimize problem behaviors?

